MS 482.127                                       Italy, s. XV

Initial

f. 1r  Large, illuminated initial "D" or "O" in blue, pink, green and red on a gold
       ground, with elongated marginal flourishes ending in gold balls outlined and
       decorated with black. The remainder of the leaf has been cut away.

f. 1v  [do]//mine//

Unidentified chant. The remainder of the leaf has been cut away.

Parchment. 1 folio. 242 x 152 mm (original dimensions and written space uncertain). 1 column.
1 line remaining of an uncertain original number. Ruled in lead.

Written in gothic script (littera textualis formata). For decoration, see above. Musical
notation in black on a 4-line staff in red. There is no punctuation.

Zinniker 62.